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      15th Berwick Film & Media Arts Festival Thursday 19 — Sunday 22 September 2019 Contents Welcome 4 Berwick New Cinema Features 5 Berwick New Cinema Competition 11 Animistic Apparatus 34 Exhibitions 49 Filmmaker in Focus: Kira Muratova 58 Artist in Profile: Marwa Arsanios 71 Fantastika 77 Propositions 92 Essential Cinema 97 Children & Young People 105 Festival Programmers & Contributors 106 Thanks 110 Access 112 We are very grateful to the ongoing support of the following organisations: Public Funders Project Funders & Supporters Festival Partners Venue Partners The Straw Yard Team Office Jennifer Heald Administration & Finance Officer Claire Hills Festival Manager Peter Taylor Festival Director Hamish Young Programme Coordinator & Associate Programmer 2019 Festival Botany Studio Web Design Katie Chappell Kaleidoscope Artist Facilitator Becki Cooper Volunteer Coordinator Thea Karagialidis Guest Services Coordinator Chloë Smith Kaleidoscope Artist Facilitator & Education Coordinator Emer Tumilty Design & Illustration Matthew Walkerdine Graphic Design Programmers Letitia Calin Associate Programmer Tendai Mutambu 2019 Programming Fellow Herb Shellenberger Associate Programmer & Publications Editor Board Technical Team Huw Davies Chair Ashley Green Menelaos Gkartzios Jay Horner Chris Hardie Henry Martin Joe Lang Casey Miller Wendy Law Liam Murray Kelly Ling Chris Osborne Andrew Ormston David Tiernan Scott Sherrard Laura Simpson Matt Stokes Colophon Published as part of the 15th Berwick Film & Media Arts Festival Thursday 19 to Sunday 22 September 2019 Published by Berwick Film & Media Arts Festival Company No.: 5622380 Registered Charity No.: 1174274 © Berwick Film & Media Arts Festival ISBN: 978-1-9995881-1-3 All images are courtesy of the artists except 978-1-9995881-1-3 All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrievable system, or transmitted, in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without prior permission of the publishers. Design and typesetting by Matthew Walkerdine | matthewwalkerdine.com Cover, illustrations and map by Emer Tumilty | emertumilty.com Printed in the UK by Martins the Printers of Berwick-upon-Tweed | martins-the-printers.com Welcome to the 15th Berwick Film & Media Arts Festival It is our pleasure to bring you this comprehensive guide to Berwick Film & Media Arts Festival (BFMAF) 2019. Whether you are a Berwicker yourself or a temporary one, I hope that you find this catalogue a rich accompaniment to your visit and a future aide-memoire. Perhaps looking on from afar, back from the future—you will be directed to artists and filmmakers whose work speaks strongly of, to and beyond this moment. Unreliable narrators, militant desires, and trouble-making solidarities abound. As Elena Gorfinkel quotes Kira Muratova “Harmony doesn’t mean balance”, and likewise disappointment need not necessarily be negative. Exhausted from work during International Film Festival Rotterdam 2013, I barely grazed the surface of Muratova’s full retrospective there, but the experience meant so much. I am delighted that Elena has curated one of the first retrospectives—within living memory—of Kira Muratova in the UK and by the generosity of Dovzhenko Centre Kyiv for making it possible. It is an exciting moment. Likewise is the arrival of Lav Diaz. Due to teaching commitments he famously did not attend the Cannes world premiere of The Halt this Spring, yet is flying seventeen hours from Manila to make it to a Saturday night North Northumberland screening in Berwick-upon-Tweed! Lav will also join May Adadol Ingawanaj’s Animistic Apparatus to present a dusk till dawn screening of his Philippines origin story epic A Lullaby to the Sorrowful Mystery. Exploring ecologies damaged by colonising ambitions in a programme featuring artists from Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan and Thailand, Ingawanaj suggests that the ‘potential for change may lie in radical forms of entanglement between ghostly presence, nonhuman beings, and powerless humans’. Your catalogue contains writing from May and also Fang-Tze Hsu on George Clark’s Double Ghosts, a spectral exhibition commissioned and presented in partnership with Berwick Visual Arts in the Gymnasium Gallery. As ever we are so grateful for their support in realising one of our most ambitious exhibitions to date and George Clark’s first solo exhibition in the UK. The catalogue is rich with insights from our programming team as well as longer form writing from Paul Clinton on Lionel Soukaz, which will be further expanded on within his Essential Cinema programme. Our Propositions presentations for 2019 will be made by Newcastle- based Holly Argent, artist, curator and DJ Rabz Lansiquot and Artistic Director of Images Festival, Toronto, Steffanie Ling with a selectrospective of solo work by Julia Feyrer. We also have writing from this year’s Programming Fellow Tendai John Mutambu on 2019 Artist In Profile Marwa Arsanios, whose programme he has curated, and our Associate Programmer Herb Shellenberger presents Fantasika, his first thematic programme at BFMAF on folk, folklore and fable in cinema. We couldn’t do this as a project without so much kindness and tireless hard work from friends and colleagues. We are hugely grateful as ever, and hope that you feel that the festival does you proud! As always, we want to express our huge thanks to our core funders Arts Council England and the British Film Institute, as well as our local supporters Northumberland County Council, the Community Foundation, Simpsons Malt, ‘Welcome Visitor’ Project, Berwick Film Society and a big shout out to Berwick-upon-Tweed Town Council, proud first time sponsors of the Berwick New Cinema Award. Enjoy!! Peter Taylor 5 Berwick New Cinema Features Berwick New Cinema Features allows our signature Berwick New Cinema Competition of short films to expand, incorporating feature and mid-length films which bring original perspectives and new forms into being. Each film will surprise, entertain and provoke, opening up further questions and considerations. We are proud to present our Opening Film, Carlos Casas’s immersive cinematic and auditory experience Cemetery and Closing Film Rights of Man, a humourous and paint- erly story of a rag-tag circus troupe directed by Juan Rodrigáñez. UK Premieres from Lav Diaz, Narimane Mari and Angela Schanelec round up the inaugural slate of Berwick New Cinema Features. 6 Opening Film: Cemetery Carlos Casas France/UK/Poland/Uzbekistan/Sri Lanka | 2019 Berwick New Cinema Features 85 mins | Sinhala with English subtitles UK Premiere After a devastating earthquake, Nga, an old elephant “Carlos Casas steadily digs down beneath the and probably the last of its species, and Sanra his surface of everyday perceptions to offer up an mahout are about to embark on a journey to find extraordinary and almost mystical experience the mythical elephant’s graveyard. A group of which is a feast for the eyes and the ears.” poachers follow them closely, while a journey of — Fabian Lemercier, Cineuropa discovery and mourning starts. The viewer becomes the protagonist on a sonic trip into the cemetery Q&A with filmmaker Carlos Casas and beyond. Drawing inspiration from elephant commu- UK premiere of Cemetery presented nication, the film presents new ways of using jointly by BFMAF and Tate Modern sound as a sensorial bond with the spectator. Through collaboration between sound record- ing artist Chris Watson, sound engineer Tony Myatt, and bioacoustician and elephant commu- nication expert Joyce Poole, Cemetery presents revolutionary infrasonic recordings of elephants as well as new sound recordings that highlight the amazingly rich (and still unknown) sonic Carlos Casas (1974, Barcelona) is a filmmaker and artist whose practice encompasses film, sound and the visual arts. His films have world of the elephants, and their possible inter- been screened and awarded in festivals around the world, including Venice Film Festival, International Film Festival Rotterdam, Buenos actions with man. Aires International Film Festival, Mexico International Film Festival Winner of multiple awards at its world premiere and FID Marseille. His work has been exhibited and performed in international art institutions and galleries such as Tate Modern at FID Marseille, Cemetery is an adventure film that (London); Fondation Cartier, Palais de Tokyo and Centre Pompidou unfolds into an immersive cinematic and auditory (Paris); Hangar Bicocca (Milan); CCCB Barcelona; GAM (Torino); and BOZAR (Brussels). experience. Filmography: Cemetery (2019), Avalanche (ongoing project, 2009-19), End Trilogy (2002-09), Hunters since the Beginning of Time (2008), Aral. Fishing in an Invisible Sea (with Saodat Ismailova, 2004), Solitude at the End of the World (2002-05), Rocinha (2003), Afterwords (2000) 7 The Halt Lav Diaz Philippines | 2019 | 283 mins Berwick New Cinema Features Tagalog with English subtitles UK Premiere The Halt is set in a phantasmagoric dystopian Introduction by filmmaker Lav Diaz future where madmen control Manila after massive volcanic eruptions have plunged Southeast Asia into darkness. Berlin, Venice and Locarno award-win- ning director Lav Diaz’s latest film is a potent sci-fi epic. Holding a mirror to present-day despots and invasive surveillance, it concentrates power in the hands of a solitary young woman. Spinning a tale that urges recovery from collective cultural amne- sia, The Halt is an immersive and truly one-of-a- Lav Diaz (1958) studied economics at the University of Notre Dame kind experience. and attended the Mowelfund Film Institute in Manila. His nine-hour film Death in the Land of Encantos (2007) received a Special Mention at Jeonju International Film Festival, Melancholia (2008) won the “Having frequently set his films in the past as Venice Horizons Award at Venice International Film Festival, From What Is Before (2014) received the Golden Leopard at Locarno a means of reflecting on the present, Diaz goes International Film Festival, A Lullaby to the Sorrowful Mystery (2016) was awarded the Alfred Bauer Prize at Berlinale, and The Woman Who the sci-fi route with The Halt, whose phantasma- Left (2016) won the Golden Lion at Venice International Film Festival. goric dystopia, set in the year 2034, is a thinly Diaz is also a screenwriter and musician. disguised representation of the contemporary Filmography: Philippines. Not only does everything look the The Halt (2019), Journey (2018), The Boy Who Chose the Earth (2018), Season of the Devil (2018), The Woman Who Left (2016), The same – a budgetary limitation that the director Day Before the End (2016), A Lullaby to the Sorrowful Mystery (2016), Fragment (2015), Storm Children: Book One (2014), From What is turns into a Brechtian asset – but the country Before (2014), Prologue to the Great Desaparecido (2013), The is ruled by President Nirvano Reyes Navarro, a Firefly (2013), Norte, The End of History (2013), An Investigation on the Night That Won’t Forget (2012), Florentina Hubaldo, CTE (2012), grotesque despot whose white-shirted outfits and Century of Birthing (2011), Elegy to the Visitor from the Revolution penchant for feeding the flesh of drug addicts to (2011), ‘Butterflies Have No Memories’ in Visitors (with Naomi Kawase and Hong Sang-soo, 2009), Purgatorio (2008), Melancholia his pet crocodiles clearly signal him as stand-in (2008), Death in the Land of Encantos (2007), Heremias (Book One: The Legend of the Lizard Princess) (2006), ‘Nang Matapos Ang Ulan’ for the actual president, Rodrigo Duterte.” in Imahe nasyon (2006), Evolution of a Filipino Family (2004), Jesus — Giovanni Marchini Camia, Sight & Sound the Revolutionary (2002), Batang West Side (2001), Naked Under the Moon (1999), Burger Boy’s (1999), Serafin Geronimo: The Criminal of Barrio Concepcion (1998) 8 Holy Days Narimane Mari Algeria/France | 2019 | 40 mins Berwick New Cinema Features No dialogue UK Premiere Holy Days pictures a strange ballet of both human and non-human animals in a rural landscape. The film opens with a man digging his own grave, only to soon find solace in a mysterious companion. Affect and emotion are doled out in no small quantity, conveyed through not only the actors’ movements and interactions, but also through motions, gestures and performances by animals whom we might consider their counterparts. There is a genuine sense of ease, relaxation and relief that permeates the film through the actors’ negotiation of each other. But nothing gold can stay, and soon the arrival of a third element makes everything unclear. The elements, beings and unseen forces throughout the landscape all quiver with delirious energy as a Narimane Mari (1969, Algiers) is a filmmaker and producer. She created torrent of both eroticism and anguish roll in from the Paris-based film production company Central Electrique in 2006, and in 2010 created the Alergian production company Allers Retours the valley below. Punctuated by undulating waves Films to produce directors and artists involved in modern history. of rhythmic percussion, Narimane Mari’s hypnotic Mari’s directorial debut was Prologue (2007), about the artist Michel Haas (Museum of Solutré). Bloody Beans (2013), her first fiction and exploratory film drills deeply into the viewer film, won awards at FID Marseille, CPH:DOX, and Images Festival. Her second feature Le fort des fous (2017) was selected for many prestigious with immediacy. Through developing a free style festivals including Locarno, Wavelengths (TIFF), Projections (NYFF), of filmmaking, unencumbered by the mediation of Experimenta (LFF) and RIDM (Montreal International Documentary Festival), and was presented as an installation at Documenta 14. language, the film makes categorisations like ‘docu- Her production credits include Hassen Ferhani’s Roundabout in mentary’ and ‘narrative’ feel obsolete. It is an actu- My Head (2015), Djamel Kerkar’s Atlal (2016) and most recently Hassen Ferhani’s 143 Sahara Street, which had its world premiere at Locarno ality, with images and emotions spilling onto the 2019. She is currently developing Djamel Kerkar’s next film Fireflies in the Dark of Time and editing her next film We Had the Day, Bonsoir!. screen with utter immediacy, which we must accept on their own terms. Filmography: Holy Days (2019), Le fort de fous (2017), La vie courante (installation, — Herb Shellenberger 2015), Bloody Beans (2013), Prologue (2007) 9 I Was Home, But Angela Schanelec Germany/Serbia | 2019 | 105 mins Berwick New Cinema Features German with English subtitles UK Premiere After living wild for a week, Astrid’s 13-year-old gorgeously shot and sound-designed to immer- son Phillip returns home without saying a word. sive perfection—a confident doubling-down on Only gradually does everyday life get back on the uber-distinctive style Schanelec has evolved track. Astrid now finds herself confronted with over her two-and-a-half-decade directorial career. questions that provide a whole new perspective It is also calmly, radically mystifying, the kind of on her middle-class existence and her career in film through which there appear to run seams of Berlin’s cultural sector. At home, it becomes subterranean logic, but follow any one and you’ll more and more difficult for this single mother only find yourself dangling off its edges: the ellip- to accept that her son is leading his own life. sis is the most useful clue the title contains.” The family may be disintegrating, but only to — Jessica Kiang, Sight & Sound form itself anew. With nods to Bresson and Ozu, Angela Schane- lec’s masterfully composed I Was Home, But often places its camera at a discrete distance, provid- ing its protagonists the space, humour and time they need to rediscover themselves. Parallel narra- tives are woven together with such breathtakingly simple virtuosity and beauty that Schanelec was Angela Schanelec (1962, Aalen, Germany) studied acting in Frankfurt am Main, followed by engagements at the Thalia Theater Hamburg rightly awarded the Silver Bear for Best Director and the Schaubühne Berlin. She studied directing from 1990-95 at the German Film and Television Academy (dffb, Berlin). Her films have at the 2019 Berlin Film Festival. premiered at prestigious film festivals including Cannes, TIFF and Locarno. In 2019, she won the Silver Bear for Best Director at Berlinale for her film I Was at Home, But. Schanelec is Professor for Narrative Film “When we look for a film’s meaning, what at the University of Fine Arts Hamburg. does ‘meaning’ mean? That this is the kind of Filmography: question raised by [...] I Was at Home, But… I Was at Home, But (2019), The Dreamed Path (2016), ‘Princip text’ in The Bridges of Sarajevo (2014), Orly (2010), ‘Erster tag’ in Deutschland (the apparent reference to Ozu’s I Was Born, But… 09 (2009), Afternoon (2007), Marseille (2004), Passing Summer (2001), is yet another of its unanswered intrigues) should Places in Cities (1998), My Sister’s Good Fortune (1995), I Stayed in Berlin All Summer (1993), Prague, March 1992 (1992), Far Away (1992), give you some idea of the kind of film it is. It is On Meeting Halfway (1992), Beautiful Yellow Color (1991) 10 Closing Film: Rights of Man Juan Rodrigáñez Spain | 2018 | 76 mins Berwick New Cinema Features Multiple languages with English subtitles UK Premiere The Great Indomitable Circus prepares the “‘Art, like bread, it’s hard on the outside, but premiere of their new performance ‘Rights of soft on the inside,’ is the wisdom offered by one of Man’. Setting up tent in a sleepy northern Span- the circus performers in Juan Rodrigáñez’s delight- ish town, they devise changes in the style of their ful Rights of Man. It was one of the last films I saw show. But their days become mired in meandering at FID [Marseille], and a perfect way to conclude vaudevillian arguments, analysing the grandeur of the festival: a warm, playful, unpretentious, and the landscape, the simplicity of the native archi- quietly hilarious sendup of art and politics.” tecture or the quality of each other’s performances. — Carmine Grimaldi, MUBI Notebook After much back-and-forth, they end up sticking to their original script. Introduction by filmmaker Juan Rodrigáñez — Juan Rodrigáñez The film is preceded by the 2019 Berwick New Juan Rodrigáñez’s quietly brilliant film has a Cinema Competition award presentation timeless feel—harkening back to Fellini and Berg- man’s images of the circus in La Strada and Smiles of a Summer Night, respectively—and gains steam through sharp interactions between characters who never fully reveal their motives. The film- maker’s eye for painterly composition allows the Juan Rodrigañez (1971, Madrid) studied film before finishing his viewer to drink in the rich images, observing with Bachelor of History. Among other diverse activities, he ran the art great excitement scenes that might unfold over gallery La verde oliva in Grenada and co-edited the Vera Poetry Review. Rodrigañez’s first short film A la sierra de Armenia (2008) premiered at several minutes in front of a static camera. Much ZINEBI (Bilbao International Festival of Documentary and Short Films). is left unexplained and ambiguous, though we feel In 2015, he produced and directed his first feature Der Geldkomplex (El complejo de dinero) through his own production company, Tajo quite immediately that this is a strange, makeshift abajo. Der Geldkomplex premiered in Berlinale Forum, before showing at Hong Kong International Film Festival, IndieLisboa and FILMADRID. family, a band of outsiders who are more suited to performing in front of an audience than existing Filmography: Rights of Man (Derechos del hombre, 2018), Der Geldkomplex (El alongside other humans. — Herb Shellenberger complejo de dinero, 2015), A la sierra de Armenia (2008) 11 Berwick New Cinema Competition The Berwick New Cinema Competition comprises our view of some of the most distinctive and unexpected works of new cinema and artists’ moving image being made around the world. Disregarding boundaries of genre, form, filmic conventions and expectations, these are vital works, imbued with a sense of liveness and agency in their resolute visions. The jury will present this year’s Berwick New Cinema Award, which includes a trophy and £1000 cash prize kindly supported by the Berwick-upon-Tweed Town Council. Past Berwick New Cinema Award winners include Callum Hill (2018), Sky Hopinka (2017), Camilo Restrepo (2016) and Tamara Henderson & Julia Feyrer (2015). The 2019 Berwick New Cinema Competition was researched and selected by Festi- val Director Peter Taylor, Associate Programmers Letitia Calin and Herb Shellenberger, Programme Coordinator Hamish Young and 2019 Programming Fellow Tendai Mutambu. Berwick New Cinema Competition ♞ (pages 13–17) ‘Lazy Girl’ is an emblem of refusal. Like Hammer and Deren she moves to her own rhythm, turning resistance into art. So did Eric, a singular figure whose ‘proto-practice’ was poetry but he ran out of time. Marx said all politics reduces itself to the politics of time; too bad this leisurely splash in Montánchez is hardly a refusal of capitalism’s tempo but let’s kill time before it kills us. Verver (for Barbara), Deborah Stratman | The Prince of Homburg, Patrick Staff | I Got My Things and Left, Philbert Aimé Mbabazi Sharangabo | Subtitles or a love poem in plain language, Lesley-Anne Cao | The Golden Legend, Chema García Ibarra & Ion de Sosa Berwick New Cinema Competition ♝ (pages 18–21) From Harlem to Giverny, patrilineal tales to Artaud, nature will give way to febrile artifice. What dizzying force is this—throwing us between opposites: deafening silence vs. slide-projector clicks; glitch-y celluloid vs. HD; projected futures pressed up against the archive? But there’s calm around the corner—a reprieve from the chaos of subjection. “Can I live?”, one voice enquires, rhetorically. Consider how the subtext to our fervid biopolitical project. Libidinal Empathy / Video to Placate Artaud / Devotional Cinema, Steve Reinke | the names have changed, including my own and truths have been altered, Onyeka Igwe | everyday star, Rajee Samarasinghe | The Giverny Document (Single Channel), Ja’Tovia Gary Berwick New Cinema Competition ♜ (pages 22–27) History is what’s happening. It’s constantly unfurling never static and always in flux. Rather than being resigned to it, it’s incumbent upon us to shape and mould it into the gooey, slimy substance that we want our world to resemble. The time is now, the place is everywhere, all at once... Come Coyote, Dani ReStack & Sheilah ReStack | You Were an Amazement on the Day You Were Born, Emily Vey Duke & Cooper Battersby | horizōn / phenomenon, Anya Tsyrlina & Sid Iandovka Culture Capture: Terminal Adddition, Adam Khalil, Zack Khalil & Jackson Polys | the time is now., Heidrun Holzfeind Berwick New Cinema Competition ♛ (pages 28–31) Ricocheting from point to point, this might lead to discovering new people, ideas and forms of communication, breeching familiar spaces, close and far. Or is it perhaps the eternal return, reconnecting us with family, compa- triots or community? Distancing, Miko Revereza | Dear Babylon, Ayo Akingbade | Meeting Uncle Yuji, Daisuke Kosugi Receiver, Jenny Brady Berwick New Cinema Competition ♚ (pages 32–33) No human is an island. Two short films of grand vision—and great difference—follow their lone protagonists as they negotiate between inner and outer worlds. From the barren but hauntingly militaristic island of Lemnos to a verdant Portuguese forest, both humans rear- range fugitive blocks of cunning and experience to find their point of view. Reynard, Leonor Noivo | Back to 2069, Elise Florenty & Marcel Türkowsky 12 2019 Berwick New Cinema Jury Hyun Jin Cho is film curator at the Korean Cultural Centre UK, where she programmes the London Korean Film Festi- val as well as year-round film events. In 2015, she co-pro- grammed the first survey in the UK of Korean artist films at Tate Modern. Other recent programmes include ‘Under the Sky of Seoul: The Golden Age of South Korean Cinema’ at Il Cinema Ritrovato (Bologna) and ’Early Korean Cinema: Lost Films from the Japanese Colonial Period’ at BFI (London). Her background is in Fine Art and Anthropology, with a particular interest in documentary filmmaking. Callum Hill is an artist filmmaker currently based between London and Dublin. Her films move between psycholog- ical enquiry, politics and poetry. They are characteristically unpredictable and erratic in narrative, and tend to inhabit an existential and psychedelic mentality towards the human condition. Hill is the winner of the Berwick New Cinema Award at the 2018 Berwick Film and Media Arts Festival, as well as the Artist Film Award at the 2016 Aesthetica Short Film Festival. From 2017-18 she participated in Film London’s FLAMIN Fellowship and was artist-in-residence at Thomas Dane Gallery, Naples. In 2019, she has had solo exhibitions at LUX (London) and PS² (Belfast). She is currently being supported by the Irish Museum of Modern Art where she is currently in the research and development stage on two new film works. Julian Ross is a researcher, curator and writer based in Amsterdam. He is a Programmer at Locarno Film Festi- val and International Film Festival Rotterdam, a Research Fellow at the Centre for Research and Education in Arts and Media (CREAM), University of Westminster, and Lecturer at Leiden University Centre for the Arts in Society (LUCAS). His curatorial projects have been presented in Tate Modern, Art Institute of Chicago, Kunsthal Rotterdam, BOZAR Centre for Fine Arts, Eye Filmmuseum, Tokyo Photographic Art Museum, Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, Anthology Film Archives, Harvard Film Archives, British Film Institute and Light Industry. Recent publications include book chap- ters in The Japanese Cinema Book (BFI, forthcoming), A Companion to Experimental Film (Wiley-Blackwell, forth- coming) and America: Films from Elsewhere (2019, The Shoestring Press). He is a research assistant to May Adadol Ingawanij’s project Animistic Apparatus. 13 Vever (for Barbara) Deborah Stratman United States/Guatemala | 2019 | 12 mins Berwick New Cinema Competition ♞ English with English intertitles UK Festival Premiere Shot at the furthest point of a motorcycle trip Barbara through the use of the vever as a device. With the Hammer took to Guatemala in 1975, and stitched addition of Teiji Ito’s Japanese classical music-inspired through with Maya Deren’s reflections of failure, soundtrack for Meshes of the Afternoon, the cultural encounter and initiation in 1950s Haiti, Deborah collage is sent through another spiral. But Stratman Stratman’s Vever (For Barbara) is a cross-generational skillfully reflects these latent and subaltern vibrations binding of three filmmakers seeking alternative possi- off of a more straightforward element: her phone call bilities to power structures they’re inherently part of. with Hammer in which we hear the artist speak quite Grown out of abandoned film projects of Hammer directly and practically about the beautiful film images and Deren, Stratman’s film acts as a vever—a symbolic we’re lucky to see. —Herb Shellenberger drawing used in Haitian Voodoo to invoke a Loa, or god—in offering tribute to kindred spirits and radical Deborah Stratman is an artist and filmmaker interested in landscapes and systems. Much of her work points to the relationships between physical women of different eras. — Deborah Stratman environments and human struggles for power and control that play out on the land. Recent projects have addressed freedom, expansionism, surveillance, sonic warfare, public speech, ghosts, sinkholes, levitation, “If history were recorded by the vanquished rather propagation, orthoptera, raptors, comets, exodus and faith. She has exhibited internationally at venues including the MoMA (New York), Centre Pompidou than the victors, it would illuminate the real, rather (Paris), Hammer Museum (Los Angeles), Mercer Union (Toronto), Witte than the theoretical means to power.” Maya Deren’s de With (Rotterdam), Tabakalera (San Sebastian), Austrian Film Museum (Vienna), Whitney Biennial (New York) and festivals including Sundance, words, found towards the middle of Deborah Strat- Viennale, Berlinale, CPH/DOX, Toronto, Oberhausen, True/False and man’s Vever (For Barbara) suggest a reappraisal of our Rotterdam. Stratman is the recipient of Fulbright, Guggenheim and USA Collins Fellowships, an Alpert Award, Sundance Art of Nonfiction Award and entire conception of history. Deren’s provocation is grants from Creative Capital, Graham Foundation and Wexner Center for the Arts. She lives in Chicago where she teaches at the University of Illinois (UIC). particularly germaine within the context of Stratman’s Filmography: film, which is not a flattening of different histories but Vever (for Barbara) (2019), Optimism (2018), Teaching an Alphabet the Plants (2018), Siege (2017), Xenoi (2016), The Illinois Parables (2016), Second rather a palimpsest of images, tones, textures, voices, Sighted (2014), Hacked Circuit (2014), Immortal Suspended (2013), Musical Insects (2013), The Name is Not the Thing Named (2012), Village Silenced ideas and cultures. Yes, we see images of Guatemala (2012), A Throb (2011), These Blazeing Starrs (2011), Ray’s Birds (2010), from 1975: horchata served in a wooden bowl, spot- Shrimp Chicken Fish (2010), FF (2010), Kuyenda N’Kubvina (2010), O’er the Land (2009), The Memory (2008), Butter and Tomatoes (2008), The ted piglets grazing, women sitting in market stalls and Magician’s House (2007), It Will Die Out in the Mind (2006), How Among beautiful swathes of nature. But we are also made the Frozen Words (2005), Kings of the Sky (2004), Energy Country (2003), In Order Not to Be Here (2002), Untied (2001), The BLVD (1999), From Hetty aware of seeing these images from Barbara Hammer’s to Nancy (1997), On the Various Nature of Things (1995), Iolanthe (1995), Waking (1994), Palimpsest (1993), In Flight: Day No. 2,128 (1993), the train embodied (American) first-person perspective. We from la to la (199), Possibilities, Dilemmas (1992), A Letter (1992), Upon a Time read the Ukrainian-born Deren’s words written in (1991), My Alchemy (1990) the thrall of Haitian voodoo, which Stratman extends Deborah Stratman was Artist in Profile at BFMAF 2016 14 The Prince of Homburg Patrick Staff United Kingdom | 2019 | 24 mins Berwick New Cinema Competition ♞ World Festival Premiere Patrick Staff ’s new work reinterprets 19th century ality and into the final resurrectionary death of a German writer Heinrich von Kleist’s play The Prince symbolic execution. Employing a cast of friends and of Homburg. The film considers cycles of violence, kindred accomplices including genderqueer writer desire and repression that are embedded in contem- Johanna Hedva, trans musician Macy Rodman, porary cultural and political crises. Staff explores lesbian writer and AIDS activist Sarah Schulman, dream-like transgressions of law and order and the trans femme writer Che Gossett and former lawyer fraught spaces where queer desires manifest using Debra Soshoux amongst others, the film extends its unconventional filmic structures and experimen- psycho-sexual, spiritual and social conjurations of tal techniques. The video cuts together a narration civil disobedience and counter-hegemonic subjectiv- of Kleist’s play with interviews, conversation, found ities into the plane of a lived reality of consensual footage, hand-painted animation and song. In a collective queer becomings. series of fragmented ‘daytime’ sequences—inter- — Letitia Calin cut with flashes of the sun and sky, city streets and text—a range of artists, writers and perform- Patrick Staff (1987, Bognor Regis, UK; lives and works in Los Angeles) is an artist whose work combines video installation, performance and ers reflect on contemporary queer and trans iden- publishing. They have exhibited extensively, gaining significant recognition tity and its proximity to desire and violence. Each and awards for their work which is held in private and public collections internationally. Staff received their BA in Fine Art and Contemporary of these segments is punctuated by ‘night-time’ Critical Studies from Goldsmiths University of London. They completed diversions, narrated by genderqueer writer Johanna the LUX Associate Artists Programme and studied Contemporary Dance at The Place in London. Their work has been exhibited at the Museum Hedva in the dual role of both narrator and Prince. of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles; New Museum of Contemporary Art (New York); Los Angeles Contemporary Exhibitions; Contemporary Art — Spike Island Gallery (Vancouver); Serpentine Galleries (London); Chisenhale Gallery (London); Tate Liverpool; Monte Vista Projects (Los Angeles); Tate Modern; and Whitstable Biennale. Staff’s 2017 film work Weed Killer was recently Patrick Staff crafts a poly-vocal dreamscape of insur- acquired by the Museum of Modern Art, New York. gent infrastructures, a delirious crepuscular journey Filmography: at the interstices of multiple co-existent realities. The Prince of Homburg (2019), Bathing (2018), Weed Killer (2017), Dear Hester (Reversed) (2015), The Foundation (2015) The film’s three-part trajectory follows the prince’s descent deeper into exhaustion, coursing through Patrick Staff’s Bathing was shown in an exhibition at BFMAF 2018, Weed Killer was shown in BFMAF 2017 and Dear Hester (Reversed) was shown in the repressive disciplinary ideologies of ration- BFMAF 2016 15 I Got My Things and Left Philbert Aimé Mbabazi Sharangabo Rwanda/Switzerland | 2018 | 23 mins Berwick New Cinema Competition ♞ Kinyarwanda and English with English subtitles UK Premiere Eric is no more. On the eve of his burial, his friends meet at his house to spend the night together—finding solace, sharing stories, and bringing to life memories of their dear friend: a once-singular being in a conformist world. His coterie of friends gathers in Rwanda’s capital of Kigali, communing in the glow of iridescent light and around fires, reciting Eric’s poetry, meditating on their dear friend’s crea- tive legacy and, ultimately, their own paths through life. Personal conversations turn into spirited existential debates before falling into weighted silences in this often-languid and inti- mate elegy. Mbabazi Sharangabo’s finely-tuned quietude takes us through ritual acts of remem- Philbert Aimé Mbabazi Sharangabo’s first short film Ruhago/Destiny brance and collective acts of mourning, conjur- FM won the Signis Award for Best Emerging Filmmaker in East Africa ing an emotional universe that rails against an at the Zanzibar International Film Festival. He made three other short films that have screened in many international film festivals before empty solemnity. And like Dambudzo Mare- attending Haute École d’Art et de Design in Geneva. His first student film The Liberators premiered in competition at Vision du Réel Nyon chera’s The House of Hunger—the short story and later received a Special Mention at Internationale Kurzfilmatage collection from which it derives its title—I Got Winterthur in the Swiss Film school category. His film Versus screened in competition at Uppsala International Film Festival, International My Things and Left reaches beyond the flatness Kurzfilmtage Oberhausen, Tampere Film Festival and Message to Man of unalloyed melancholy into the depths of the IFF. I Got My Things and Left premiered in competition at Internationale Kurzfilmtage Winterthur where it received a Jury Special mention. He is human condition. currently writing his first feature film Republika, set in Geneva’s Pâquis quarter. — Tendai John Mutambu Filmography: I Got My Things And Left (2018), Keza Lynn (2017), Versus (2016), The Liberators (2016), Ruhago Destiny FM (2012) 16 Subtitles or a love poem in plain language Lesley-Anne Cao Philippines | 2017 | 9 mins Berwick New Cinema Competition ♞ Filipino and English with English subtitles UK Premiere A silent video of analog black and white images, Subtitles or a love poem in plain language Subtitles or a love poem in plain language is a medi- is about creative acts and their origins, both tation on the origins of creative acts. Each of its subconscious and deliberate, from childhood four-second frames contains a line and a photo- and in what comes after. A silent, single-channel graph; neither illustrates the other. And so, with video, it operates on miscombinations of text and this mismatch, we are thrown into a dilemma: image. The text is a series of personal narrations, read the text or interpret the image (which says the images are b/w analog photographs taken nothing of an attempt to draw connections, over the last few years, and there is no audio to however unintended by the artist). Subtitles make space for the viewers’ own voices reading in began as a response to Édouard Lévé’s celebrated their own heads. memoir Autoportrait before transforming into — Lesley-Anne Cao an auto-fictional foray into the artist’s creative origins and personal histories. Cao delves, with poetic brevity, into what she calls ‘proto-prac- tices’, or the unassuming creative acts performed in our youth: like the writing and photography of Cao’s childhood, neither of which have, until now, made it into her artistic practice. — Tendai John Mutambu Lesley-Anne Cao (1992, Philippines) is a visual artist working primarily with objects and installation. Her practice is an inquiry into and a privileging of the quiet and self-effacing in relation to spectacle and significance in the context of exhibitions and art-making. She earned her BFA in Studio Arts from the University of the Philippines Diliman College of Fine Arts. She has also presented work in Indonesia, Thailand, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Australia. 17 The Golden Legend Chema García Ibarra & Ion de Sosa Spain | 2018 | 11 mins Berwick New Cinema Competition ♞ Spanish with English subtitles UK Premiere A summer day at the swimming pool of the kid’s day at the pool is when it closes. And like- village of Montánchez, Spain. From above, Our wise, the film ends abruptly and prematurely, the Lady of Consolation of the Castle keeps her manager locking up and rolling away on his four- watchful gaze. wheeler. Over crystal blue water, a canary yellow, — Chema García Ibarra & Ion de Sosa black metal-style title card flashes on-screen, and it’s everybody out of the pool. We’re left dream- The Golden Legend is a playful ode to a social ing of another day and another pool, though we’ll institution sometimes taken for granted: the have to promise to wait 30 minutes after eating public swimming pool. Chema García Ibarra before jumping back in next time. and Ion de Sosa’s narrative short takes place at — Herb Shellenberger the piscina municipal de Montánchez, a setting so achingly commonplace that the filmmakers easily transform it into a fictional, comical and Chema García Ibarra (1980, Elche, Spain) is a filmmaker whose ‘domestic science-fiction’ short films have been selected in festivals subtly fantastical location. Here we find typical around the world, including Berlinale, Directors’ Fortnight, Sundance, San Sebastián, AFI Fest and Ann Arbor. His films have won almost pool scenes: children playing with things they’re 200 awards, including the Méliès d’Or, two honorable mentions in not supposed to, pool-goers stuffing their faces Sundance and a nomination for the European Film Awards. at the snack bar and sundry beach towels with Ion de Sosa (1981, Donostia, Spain) is a director, producer and gaudy illustrations. This is the scene for multiple director of photography for films mostly shot in 16mm. He currently lives in Barcelona, but he has spent the last decade living in Berlin. legends to be told through anecdote, conversation His works have been selected at festivals such as Berlinale, Locarno, Viennale, Toronto, Hong Kong or New York. He would love to direct a and song, and it’s against this din of normalcy Batman sequel. that we witness a divine miracle take place. Chema García Ibarra filmography: Towards the end of the film, a pale, almost invis- The Golden Legend (with Ion de Sosa, 2019), The Disco Shines (2016), ible rainbow is shown. It’s a good metaphor for Uranes (2014), Mystery (2013), Protoparticles (2009), The Attack of the Robots from Nebula-5 (2008) García and de Sosa’s film. For such a short work, Ion de Sosa filmography: The Golden Legend creates an enchantingly allur- The Golden Legend (with Chema García Ibarra, 2019), Androids ing atmosphere that is as rich and tasty as a piece Dream (2014), True Love (2011) of Montánchez jamón. The worst part of any Ion de Sosa’s Androids Dream was screened in BFMAF 2015 18 Libidinal Empathy / Video to Placate Artaud / Devotional Cinema Steve Reinke United States/Canada | 2019 Berwick New Cinema Competition ♝ 3 mins | 5 mins | 2 mins World Premiere Libidinal Empathy is a found footage montage of have come from Reinke’s unique viewpoint. Terrifying young men who elicit, in various ways, empathic and tender images and ideas spring forth from these responses from the viewer that also carry a strongly concentrated, short bursts of rhetoric and provocation. libidinal charge. Philosopher Levinas speaks about — Herb Shellenberger the face, and what it requires of us. Steve Reinke is an artist and writer best known for his monologue-based Video to Placate Artaud is a videotape to placate including the Museum of Modern Art (New York), Centre Pompidou (Paris) video essays. His work is screened widely and is in several collections, the 20th-century artist Antonin Artaud, who was and the National Gallery of Canada (Ottawa). His videos typically have diaristic or collage formats, and his autobiographical voice-overs share not very calm. Certainly transgression and nervous his desires and pop culture appraisals with endearing wit. Born in a village energies or violent impulses once went hand-in- in northern Ontario, he is currently associate professor of Art Theory & Practice at Northwestern University in Chicago. In the 1990’s he produced hand, but perhaps today requires a calmer, more the ambitious omnibus The Hundred Videos, and a book of his scripts, Everybody Loves Nothing: Scripts 1997-2005 was published by Coach considered approach. House (Toronto). He has also co-edited several books, including By the Skin The artist is inspired the day after seeing Nath- of Their Tongues: Artist Video Scripts (with Nelson Henricks, 1997), Lux: A Decade of Artists’ Film and Video (with Tom Taylor, 2000), and The Sharpest aniel Dorsky’s “Arboretum Cycle” to make a video Point: Animation at the End of Cinema (with Chris Gehman, 2005). called Devotional Cinema engaging with the natu- Filmography: Devotional Cinema (2019), Libidinal Empathy (2019), Video ral, botanical world. Thinking, as usual, of the to Placate Artaud (2019), Eat Your Secrets (with Jessie Mott, 2018), What Weakens the Flesh is Flesh Itself (with James Richards, 2017), ‘The Genital difference between poetry and philosophy. is Superfluous: Final Thoughts, Series Four’ (3 videos, 2014–16), Semen in Libidinal Empathy and Video to Placate Artaud the Piss of Dreams (2016), Atheists Need Theology, Too (2016), ‘Rib Gets in the Way (Final Thoughts, Series Three)’ (2014), A Day for Cake and Accidents will likely become components of the in-pro- (with Jessie Mott, 2013), ‘The Tiny Ventriloquist: Final Thoughts, Series Two’ gress series ‘An Arrow Pointing to a Hole: Final (12 videos, 2009–12), A Branch is Too Big to Come Out of a Twig (with Turner Prize*, 2012), Blood & Cinnamon (with Jessie Mott, 2010), Disambiguation Thoughts, Series Five’. — Steve Reinke (with James Richards, 2010), Threnody for the Victims of Hiroshima (with James Richards, 2010), Vomit Star (with James Marriott, 2010), Music at Night (with Dani ReStack, 2009), Everybody (with Jessie Mott, 2009), ‘Final It is no small occasion when Steve Reinke lets out Thoughts, Series One’ (9 videos, 2004–07), Picnic (with Dani ReStack, 2006), Anal Masturbation & Object Loss (2002), The Chocolate Factory (2002), J.- three as-yet-unseen videos onto the world. These P. (Remix of Tuesday and I by Jean-Paul Kelly) (2002), Amsterdam Central three works stack upon each other to create a tower Vacation (2001), Sad DIsco Fantasia (2001), 1998 Afternoon (March 21, 1999) (1999), Fireball (1999), Spiritual Animal Kingdom (1998), Art Minutes with building blocks of beauty, terror, absurdity and (1998), How Photographs Are Stored in the Brain (1998), Incidents of Travel (1998), Echo Valley (1998), ‘The Hundred Videos’ (100 videos, 1989–1996) logic. Glenn Gould, Antonin Artaud and Nathaniel Everybody Loves Nothing (Empathic Exercises) (1996), Andy (1996) Dorsky each prompt concise ruminations on febrile Steve Reinke’s A Boy Needs a Friend (from The Genital is Superfluous: Final topics which seem obvious once spoken but could only Thoughts, Series Four) was screened in BFMAF 2016 19 the names have changed, including my own and truths have been altered Onyeka Igwe United Kingdom/Nigeria | 2019 | 26 mins Berwick New Cinema Competition ♝ World Festival Premiere This is a story of the artist’s grandfather, the response, part-classical chorus in miniature, riff- story of the ‘land’ and the story of an encounter ing on the story of the artist’s grandfather as told with Nigeria—retold at a single point in time, in by her grandmother. a single place. The artist is trying to tell a truth — Tendai John Mutambu in as many ways as possible. So the names have changed tell us the same story in four different ways: a folktale of two brothers rendered in the broad, unmodulated strokes of colonial British moving images; a Nollywood TV series, on VHS, based on the first published Igbo novel; a story of the family patriarch, passed down through generations; and the diary entries from the artist’s first solo visit to her family’s hometown. Onyeka Igwe pushes against the materials of the archive—its distortions, fabrications and embellishments—with her own kind of auto- fictional response. The artist summons a vari- ety of artistic, literary and personal sources to create a singular biographical document of many strands. the names have changed throws the ordi- Onyeka Igwe is an artist and researcher working between cinema and nary and the everyday within the archive into installation. She is born and based in London, UK. Her video works relief by daring to write and re-write the stories have shown at the Institute of Contemporary Arts, London, LUX, Berlin Biennale, London Film Festival, International Film Festival Rotterdam, of diasporic African life against the grain of Essay Film Festival and Smithsonian African American Film Festival. She colonial history’s master narratives using a vari- has exhibited at articule (Montreal), Trinity Square Video (Toronto), The Showroom (London) and Jerwood Space (London). ety of forms. As witnessed in the choreographed Filmography: sequence in which Igwe and the British-Ni- the names have changed, including my own and truths have been gerian dancer Titilayo Adebayo, both dressed altered (2019), Specialised Technique (2018), Sitting on a Man (2018), Her name in my Mouth (2017), We need new names (2015), in black, perform a dance that is part-call and Congregations (2013) 20 everyday star Rajee Samarasinghe Sri Lanka/United States | 2018 | 9 mins Berwick New Cinema Competition ♝ Silent World Premiere everyday star is a short, silent film by Sri Lankan Samarasinghe says everyday star was “inspired by artist and filmmaker Rajee Samarasinghe. Devel- the act of watching light shine through a window oping his practice over the last decade, Samaras- onto my father’s decaying body every day during a inghe has examined as many different topics just vicious and prolonged illness which ultimately led as he’s experimented with different forms of media to his death in 2008”. Ten years on, he refracts the (16mm, VHS, HD, 4K) and different aspect ratios memory of these powerful moments into a medi- and image orientations. That is to say that he is tation on cosmic light, deep shadow and flickering a filmmaker who is just as curious about refining colour as intrinsic aspects of liminal states and tran- the formal and textural qualities of his work as he sitional phases. — Herb Shellenberger is curious about his objects of inquiry—migration, animism, violence and ethnography, to name a few. A strange vision caused by intense heat. Every- While Samarasinghe has built up a substantial day states of being and decay are observed through body of short-form work which has rightly been the infinite scope of the cosmos and the restorative exhibited and awarded in many international festi- light which emanates from it, driving cinematic and vals, everyday star strikes as a particularly significant photographic impulses. — Rajee Samarasinghe achievement. Shot at a wide aspect ratio of 2.66:1, the film’s lush images stretch out horizontally, framing close-up shots of faces just as effectively as Rajee Samarasinghe (1988, Colombo, Sri Lanka) is an award-winning landscape shots. Simply put, Samarasinghe’s digital Sri Lankan filmmaker and visual artist. Some of his recent work examines contemporary ethnographic practices through associations cinematography is stunning. The images, especially of family and heritage. He received his BFA from the University of those of the natural world, interface with those California San Diego and his MFA from the California Institute of the Arts. Rajee’s work has been exhibited at venues internationally. He is of classic, celluloid-purist experimental filmmak- currently working on his debut feature film entitled Your Touch Makes ers like Stan Brakhage or Nathaniel Dorsky, but Others Invisible. Samarasinghe subverts the traditionalism of these Filmography: Imitation of Life (2019), Untitled (2019), everyday star (2018), The Exile images with digital tools in the same way one could (2018), FOREIGN QUARTERS (2017), The Spectre Watches Over Her argue he subverts the experimental film canon’s (2016), If I Were Any Further Away I’d Be Closer to Home (2016), An Appearance of Fortitude (2015), black widow summer set (2015), The white, Western positioning. Queen of Material (2014), Untitled (Horse) (2014), 01.39411.999 (2012) 21 The Giverny Document (Single Channel) Ja’Tovia Gary United States | 2019 | 41 mins Berwick New Cinema Competition ♝ UK Premiere In this multi-textured cinematic poem, filmmaker the febrile animations woven in and out of this Ja’Tovia Gary unleashes a slew of riotous tech- forty-minute polyptych. niques and materials—from direct animation The Giverny Document (Single Channel) on archival 16mm film to woman-on-the-street unleashes a sensibility at once documentary, interviews and roiling montage. What emerges is musical and painterly, pushing the bounds of an ecstatic document, as vibrant and dynamic in abstraction and figuration through its whirl- form as it is politically incisive. ing mass of forms, sounds and Black subjects— The Giverny Document (Single Channel) is a subjects who live in the wake of slavery’s seismic meditation on the safety and bodily autonomy of aftermath. Black women. It moves from the beating heart — Tendai John Mutambu of metropolitan New York—where Gary shoots interviews on location, deftly conversing with Ja’Tovia M. Gary (1984, Dallas) is an artist and filmmaker currently living generations of women and girls in Harlem—to and working in Brooklyn. Gary’s work seeks to liberate the distorted histories through which Black life is often viewed while fleshing out a the pastoral surrounds of Claude Monet’s epon- nuanced and multivalent Black interiority. Through documentary film and experimental video art, she charts the ways structures of power shape our ymous gardens in Giverny, France. Against the perceptions around representation, race, gender, sexuality, and violence. verdant backdrop of the latter, Gary interleaves The artist earned her MFA in Social Documentary Filmmaking from the School of Visual Arts in New York City. Gary was named one of Filmmaker strands of direct animation like momentary Magazine’s 25 New Faces of Independent Filmmaking in 2017. Her award- glitches or infections into the scene’s bucolic winning films An Ecstatic Experience and Giverny I (Négresse Impériale) have screened at festivals, cinemas, and institutions worldwide including atmosphere. The artist appears in the shot—at Edinburgh International Film Festival, The Whitney Museum, Anthology Film Archives, Atlanta Film Festival, the Schomburg Center, MoMa PS1, times recumbent, sometimes strolling through MoCA Los Angeles, Harvard Film Archives, New Orleans Film Festival, the historic French gardens. She is a paragon of Ann Arbor Film Festival and elsewhere. She has received generous support from Sundance Documentary fund, the Jerome Foundation and self-possession, her own muse. She is, in many Doc Society, among others. Gary participated in the Terra Foundation ways, a compelling riposte to art-history’s servile Summer Residency program in Giverny, France. She was a Radcliffe Fellow at Harvard University, a Field of Vision Fellow and a 2019 Creative negress. And through the interpolated footage Capital Awardee. of the legendary Nina Simone, Gary reminds us Filmography: that Black femme performance’s creative, virtu- The Giverny Document (2019), Giverny I (NÉGRESSE IMPÉRIALE) (2017), An Ecstatic Experience (2015), Cakes Da Killa: NO HOMO osic force is her lodestar—complemented by (2013), Women’s Work (2013) 22 Come Coyote Dani ReStack & Sheilah ReStack United States | 2019 | 8 mins Berwick New Cinema Competition ♜ World Premiere Come Coyote is the second chapter in the trilogy at the same time not feeling overstuffed. The artists Strangely Ordinary This Devotion (SOTD) by Dani & play with the ambiguity between documentary and Sheilah ReStack. Come Coyote continues their inves- fabulation, knowing that we might be inclined to tigation of environment, queer desire, motherhood, receive the video with an assumption of verisimilitude. reproduction and collaboration. This eight-min- The heart of the work is a sequence on reproduction, ute video brings together moments culled from our which treats this act often solemn in consideration own life, fabricated scenes and footage from friends, as a fun and playful act of creative ingenuity within artists and filmmakers. One of the central themes the ReStacks’ queer context. Their work as a whole in this chapter is the idea of reproduction and its doesn’t shy away from irreverence, but rather sees life implications—the reality/fantasy of both the logis- through moments of humour, joy and pain, emotions tics and technology of queer reproduction, as well that puncture our equilibrium and remind us what it as the differences in our individual commitment and is to feel. In this way, C  ome Coyoteis tender but not the energetic differentials this produces. sentimental, unafraid of exploring conflict and differ- — Dani ReStack & Sheilah ReStack ence, but mostly free to indulge in the pleasures and sensualities that unexpected meetings, situations and Come Coyote shows the continuing story of settings can bring. — Herb Shellenberger the ReStacks, whose creative and personal part- nership has amplified frequencies brought forward Dani ReStack was born in Columbus, Ohio and raised in Geneseo, NY. She is currently an Associate Professor of Art at Ohio State. In 2003 she from their individual practices into a newly-formed received an MFA in sculpture from the University of Illinois at Chicago and in 2009 an MFA in film/video from Bard College, Hudson Valley, NY. synergetic creative practice. This follows on from the first chapter Strangely Ordinary This Devotion Sheilah ReStack was born and raised in Caribou River, Nova Scotia and is currently an Associate Professor of Photography at Denison University. (which screened in BFMAF 2017) in the trilogy of She has BFA from NSCAD University, Halifax and MFA from Goldmiths the same title, which we could consider the reali- College, London. sation of an implicit artistic manifesto or perhaps Filmography: Come Coyote (2019), Strangely Ordinary This Devotion (2017), A Hand in more simply a document of their lives. Two Ways (Fisted) (2017) Clocking in under eight minutes, the video Dani ReStack & Sheilah ReStack’s Strangely Ordinary This Devotion was is full of memorable images and sequences while shown in BFMAF 2017 23 You Were an Amazement on the Day You Were Born Cooper Battersby & Emily Vey Duke United States/Canada | 2019 | 33 mins Berwick New Cinema Competition ♜ UK Premiere You Were an Amazement on the Day You Were d’Lenore, the elusive character at the centre of Born is a visually rich film that follows a woman the narrative whose life is related through snip- through a life characterized by damage and loss, pets and vignettes. Finally, its full blossoming but in which she finds humor, love and joy. With into adulthood occurred after repeated massag- a score that follows the span of Lenore’s life— ing, prickling and smoothing of these different from her birth in the early 1970s to her death stories, threads, images and sounds all into a in the 2040s—the film takes us from moments congealed whole. of harrowing loss to those of poignancy and — Herb Shellenberger dark humor. Her life is told through voice-over, narrated by performers who range in age from nine to sixty-nine, and is beautifully illustrated Emily Vey Duke & Cooper Battersby’s work has shown at the with images of animals (including humans), Whitney Museum, Walker Art Center, Institute of Contemporary Art, insects and landscapes. the Musee d’Art Contemporain Montreal, New York Film Festival, Toronto International Film Festival and International Film Festival The film features Rebecca Manley who has Rotterdam. Their recent work Dear Lorde won the Grand Prize at acted in Clio Barnard’s The Selfish Giant, the series the European Media Arts Festival and showed at Videonale in Bonn, Germany. In 2011, they were shortlisted for the Sobey Art Award, This is England 86, 88 and 90, and Channel 4’s recent Canada’s most prestigious prize for artists under 40. They have received prizes from festivals across the globe and their work is in adaptation of Phillip K. Dick’s Electric Dreams. the libraries at Harvard University and Princeton University. A book — Emily Vey Duke & Cooper Battersby about their work called The Beauty Is Relentless, was published by Coach House Press and the Museum of Contemporary Canadian Art in 2012. In 2015, The Illuminations Project, a book of Duke’s writing in collaboration with Shary Boyle, was published. The new film from Emily Vey Duke & Cooper Battersby has finally reached the end of its life Filmography: You Were an Amazement on the Day You Were Born (2019), Dear Lorde cycle. If we go back and think about its constit- (2015), Here is Everything (2013), Lesser Apes (2011), Beauty Plus Pity uent parts, maybe it started as a larva while (2009), Songs of Praise for the Heart Beyond Cure (2006), A Cure for Being Ordinary (2005), Attention Public (2004), Figure vs. Ground they were gathering footage of the cats, prairie (2004), Together at Last (2004), Perfect Nature World (2003), Curious About Existence (2003), I Am a Conjuror (2003), The Fine Arts (2002), dogs, dog-dogs, insects and sundry other crit- Bad Ideas for Paradise (2002), My Heart... The Lumberjack (2002), My ters that we find in their work. The pupa stage is Heart... Drug Addled (2002), Selfcentertarded (2002), Being Fucked Up (2001), Strange Animals (2001), Moderately Paced Video (2000), perhaps when they developed Le fabuleux destin Rapt and Happy (1998) 24 horizōn Sid Iandovka & Anya Tsyrlina Switzerland/Russia/United States | 2019 | 7 mins Berwick New Cinema Competition ♜ horizōnis a short work produced by Siberian-born hair. Crumbling volumes of text are falling in on filmmakers Anya Tsyrlina & Sid Iandovka, friends themselves in a shabby archive, perhaps suggesting and collaborators over many years. While they are that the knowledge accumulated cannot be prop- now based in Switzerland and the United States erly utilised within the current systemic means. respectively, their most recent work investigates These images are shuffled around, recom- the unseen and perhaps imperceptible aspects of bined, stretched out and continually visited by culture and life in the late Soviet period through a ghostly light with which the people seem- moving images made during that time. As such, ingly interact. horizōn certainly works at a level horizōn is a work of archival collage and repur- beneath language, its frisson a result of image, posement, the filmmakers poring over its cellu- sound and light combining to form a compact loid images with myriad digital technologies to treatise on the strangeness and beauty of this produce something not from the past, nor from cultural context. It also provided a process the future, but out of time completely. through which their next work phenomenon was The project was born out of frustration with completed, though instead of found footage here archival access to images from this context, espe- the filmmakers cut their own archival video foot- cially when it is impossible to answer the question age towards similar ends. of what one is looking for. The only workable — Herb Shellenberger solution was to pay a man who digitises a random collection of old film reels he found in the garbage, choosing one at random and forwarding the scan. The surprising images that we see all come from this short reel. There’s the construction of what Sid Iandovka (based in New York) and Anya Tsyrlina (based in might be a rocketship, or an undersea vessel. Or Basel) are Siberia-born visual artists with backgrounds in electronic music and new media, whose current collaborative projects combine are they building the world’s largest film projec- the structural and material concerns of experimental cinema with documentary and archival practices. Their moving image work has tor? Young women sit in an auditorium. A young been screened at film festivals and venues, including International man contemplates a caterpillar, the rungs of its Film Festival Rotterdam, Viennale, European Media Arts Festival, Videoex, Bildrauch, Moscow International Experimental Film Fesival, body rhyming visually with his inexplicably wavy Haus der elektronischen Kunste Basel and Anthology Film Archives. 25 phenomenon Anya Tsyrlina & Sid Iandovka Switzerland/Russia/United States | 2019 | 15 mins Berwick New Cinema Competition ♜ World Premiere phenomenon is made from surviving early 1990s analog video format and the material conditions Hi8 videotape of ‘schwimmen’, a teenage indus- of socialism. Departing from the conception of trial/noise band from the (then-Soviet) city of the archival as disembodied, phenomenon resur- Novosibirsk. Comprised of footage shot from and rects the energetic fields embedded into its footage, within the seventh-floor apartment where they animating the electrostatic vibrations immanent to lived and worked communally, the video radi- the archival record, its residual excess of meaning ates a sense of cinematic immediacy, capturing as well as its resistant opacity. the lost world of immanence of being. It ulti- — Letitia Calin mately taps into the vital, uncertain energy of the ephemeral ‘paranormal’ space—both histor- ical and metaphorical—where the only meta- phor is optical. The camera pans along frozen squares and zooms into details of the immediate surroundings, innocently reinventing tropes from video-art of the preceding two decades, in which ‘what happens’ is not an event but an experience. — Anya Tsyrlina & Sid Iandovka phenomenon attends to the possibility of render- ing sensible the psycho-somatic manifestations of a historical moment alongside its material support. The film indirectly maps the conditions pertaining to the imminent collapse of the Soviet Union and the infra-perceptible atmospheres surrounding it. It represents a coming into being of a specific time and place, as well as a conjuring of the ambiental tonalities of an obsolete material reality: the hi8 26 Culture Capture: Terminal Adddition Adam Khalil, Zack Khalil & Jackson Polys United States | 2019 | 7 mins Berwick New Cinema Competition ♜ World Festival Premiere Half tongue-in-cheek absurdism and half deadly acts of removal inevitably contain contradictions, earnest, Culture Capture: Terminal Adddition and proposes an additive approach instead. continues the New Red Order’s ongoing project — The New Red Order of ‘culture capture’, recruiting viewers to partic- ipate in a program of practical strategies to counter the ‘salvage mindset’ which sets aside Indigenous culture and sovereignty by consign- ing it to the past. These strategies include using new, accessi- ble technologies, such as smartphone apps that produce 3D scans of objects, both of Indige- nous material that museums and other insti- tutions may hold and public monuments that celebrate and re-affirm the norms of European settler culture.The title of the work—Terminal Adddition—highlights the difference between The New Red Order (NRO) is a public secret society that enlists a rotating and expanding cast of Informants. Core contributors Adam addition and removal. The concept of ‘removal’ Khalil, Zack Khalil and Jackson Polys—here with Jim Fletcher, is central to current debates about whether to Rezarta Seferi, Rose Mori, Patrick Harrison, Luis Bobadilla, Ashley Byler, and Jeremy Pheiffer—utilize video and performance to create remove problematic historical monuments, for sites of acknowledgment, savage pronouncement, calling out, calling in, recruitment, and cumulative interrogation to shift potential example, Confederate war monuments in the obstructions to Indigenous growth. Works by the NRO have appeared South. It was also in the name of the Indian at the Alaska State Museum, Anchorage Museum, Artists Space, e-flux, ICA Philadelphia, Images Festival, Microscope Gallery, MoMA, Removal Act, signed into law by President Jack- Sundance Film Festival, Union Docs, Walker Art Center, and are son, which resulted in the displacement and currently featured in the 2019 Whitney Biennial. death of thousands of Native peoples in what Filmography: Culture Capture: Terminal Adddition (2019), The Savage Philosophy we now call the ‘Trail of Tears’. Both present of Endless Acknowledgment (2018), The Violence of a Civilization removal as a quick fix. With Culture Capture: without Secrets (2017) Terminal Adddition, the NRO recognizes that Adam Khalil & Bayley Sweitzer’s Empty Metal was screened in BFMAF 2018 27 the time is now. Heidrun Holzfeind Austria/Japan/Sweden | 2019 | 19 mins Berwick New Cinema Competition ♜ Japanese with English subtitles UK Festival Premiere the time is now. is one of two films by Holzfeind between the brutalist architecture, the surrounding about the Japanese shamanic improvisation duo nature, and the musicians’ performance and instru- IRO. The couple Shizuko and Toshio Orimo have ments. Like the recurring motif of the eye, Holz- worked together since 1981. Their music, their feind’s colour filters and tinted shots refer to the activism in the peace and anti-nuclear movement, film Phantom by Japanese experimental filmmaker and their free-spirited way of life reflect an animist Toshio Matsumoto (1932–2017). The soundtrack and pantheistic worldview that rejects commercial- interweaves the instrumental sounds with Shizu- ism in all its forms. ko’s chants and the sounds of nature and civilization. The film shows performances of the duo in At times, it feels like the cicadas and crickets are in various locations in the Inter-University Seminar dialogue with IRO’s instruments. House in Hachioji, Tokyo. The unique modern- — Heidrun Holzfeind ist complex—whose main building has the shape of a pyramid turned upside down—was designed Heidrun Holzfeind is an Austrian-born artist and filmmaker currently in 1964 by the Japanese architect and thinker based in Umeå, Sweden. Holzfeind is interested in how architecture interacts with people’s everyday lives. She questions immanent Takamasa Yosizaka (1917–80). Yosizaka’s ideas about architectural and social utopias, exploring the interrelations between the relationship between humans, nature and archi- history and identity, individual histories and political narratives of the present. Solo shows include Secession (Vienna); Galerie X and Beyond tecture, individuality and community, sustainability (Copenhagen); Badischer Kunstverein (Karlsruhe); BAWAG Contemporary and peace, as well as his critique of Western civili- (Vienna); SAPS (Mexico City); Artists Space Project Room (New York); MUCA (Mexico City); Austrian Cultural Forum (Rome); and Swiss Institute zation in many respects concur with the musicians’ New York project space. Group shows include the Shanghai Biennale; Kuandu Biennale (Taipei); Venice Biennale; Manifesta 7 (Rovereto); and worldview. Holzfeind stages Yosizaka’s extraordi- many others. Her films have been screened at MoMA (New York), Austrian nary architecture as a set for IRO’s performances, Cultural Forum (New York), Lisbon Architecture Festival, Diagonale (Graz), European Media Arts Festival, Videoex (Zürich), Transmediale (Berlin), which combine improvisation on Noh and stone among others. flutes, fan drum and kagura bells with their unique Filmography: punk kagura version of ancient Shinto rituals, indig- the time is now. (2019), What is Auroville (2018), Nine Palms (2018), The Auroville Archives (2017), Forms in relation to life (2014), Never neverland enous ceremonies and Korean mask theater. (East Jesus/Pachamama/Momoland) (2014), Tsunami Architecture In steady takes and rhythmic cuts, Holzfeind’s (2012), Colonnade Park (2011), Za Zelazna Brama (2009), Friday market (2009), Exposed (2005), The Mystery of God Revealed (2004), The film plays with the contrasts and interactions Romanians (2002), Corviale, il serpentone (2001), Demo Derby (2001) 28 Distancing Miko Revereza United States | 2019 | 10 mins Berwick New Cinema Competition ♛ Tagalog and English with English subtitles UK Premiere Shot on 16mm colour film, Distancing documents “pretty risky”. Thus, Distancing is an impression- the logistics and poetics of Miko Revereza’s deci- istic collage of just what its title suggests: the sion to leave the United States and return to the artist placing a huge distance between himself Philippines. ‘My ticket is one way’, the filmmaker and the land that he has known for almost all explains to his grandmother as she suddenly real- of his life. It’s a visual notebook of snapshots izes he isn’t coming back. Distancing is a film about and fleeting moments, a record of departures. It this personal realization; to leave and thus become makes one realize that each moment we are in exiled from the country where he was raised. The is the exact moment before the rest of our lives film acts as a memoir and cites a lineage of state- will unfold. lessness in cinema. It is a personal document of the — Herb Shellenberger moment anticipating a great departure. — Miko Revereza Miko Revereza’s new film marks a distinct and pivotal moment in the filmmaker’s life. Distancing can be understood as a split point, the beginning of one chapter and ending of another. Miko Revereza is an experimental filmmaker based in Manila. His After living in the United States as an illegal immi- upbringing as an undocumented immigrant in the United States for over 25 years informed his films, DROGA!, DISINTEGRATION ‘93–’96, grant since childhood—and constantly navigating No data plan and Distancing. Miko’s films have screened widely and exhibited internationally at festivals such as Locarno Film Festival, the system of precarity, injustice and state-sanc- Yamagata International Documentary Film Festival, and Film Society of tioned violence that this requires—Revereza Lincoln Center’s Art of the Real. He was listed in Filmmaker Magazine’s 25 New Faces of Independent Cinema in 2018. He was a featured artist has decided to return to his native Philippines. at the 2019 Flaherty Seminar and is an MFA graduate of Bard College. Though his films have been critically praised and Filmography: awarded at major festivals, he has described his Distancing (2019), No Data Plan (2018), DISINTEGRATION ‘93-’96 (2017), Quantum Identity Politics (2017), Independencia 86: The Lost project—”the goal of circulating these images at Film of Arturo Madlangbayan (with Raya Martin, 2015), DROGA! (2014), festivals and receiving press about [the situation MURA! (2014) of illegal immigrants in the United States]”—as Miko Revereza’s DISINTEGRATION ‘93-’96 was screened in BFMAF 2017 29 Dear Babylon Ayo Akingbade United Kingdom | 2019 | 21 mins Berwick New Cinema Competition ♛ World Festival Premiere The future of social housing is threatened by the When news comes down about the bill passing, AC30 Housing Bill. Set in London’s East End, a our trio of protagonists—Ada, Jazz and Rooney— trio of art students are eager to raise awareness mobilise to interview their neighbours and create about their neighbourhood, especially the lives of a film on the situation. (Though Jazz asks: ‘How tenants and people who work on the estate. Dear is a film going to change public opinion? I prefer Babylon is the final film in the ‘No News Today’ my riot idea...’) social housing trilogy. Thus, with Dear Babylon, Akingbade narra- — Ayo Akingbade tivizes her own project, cannily avoiding repeat- ing herself after already creating several films Ayo Akingbade’s newest film comes after a on similar topics. The beautifully-shot film string of consistently excellent short form works is anything but a standard take on gentrifica- made over the past several years. Dear Babylon tion, and makes the viewer encouraged that the feels like the filmmaker is taking several steps artist will continue to find new forms to further forward at the same time. While the film contin- continue working on the important topics which ues her project of focusing on social housing, it her work has sustained time and again. does so through not only through news footage, — Herb Shellenberger archival materials and interviews, but importantly establishes its urgency through narrative and fictional elements. Ayo Akingbade is an artist and film director based in London. Her The film begins with the introduction of the 2016 film Tower XYZ received a Special Mention Award at International fictional ‘AC30 Housing Bill’, which states that Short Film Festival Oberhausen and won the inaugural Sonja Savić Award at Alternative Film/Video Festival (Belgrade). Akingbade’s London tenants renting from a housing associa- films Street 66, A is for Artist and Dear Babylon comprise the social tion must pay a flat fee of £18,000 to their land- Sundance housing trilogy entitled No News Today. She is a recipient of the Ignite Fellowship and exhibited in ‘New Contemporaries’. lords to continue their tenancy. This provocation Ayo is a graduate of London College of Communication and is currently studying at Royal Academy Schools. sets the narrative in motion: we’re transported to a gauzy, neon-coloured house party, a disco ball Filmography: Dear Babylon (2019), A is for Artist (2018), Street 66 (2018), Tower XYZ swirling lights around the sound of lovers rock. (2016), In Ur Eye (2015) 30 Meeting Uncle Yuji Daisuke Kosugi Norway | 2018 | 40 mins Berwick New Cinema Competition ♛ English and Japanese with English subtitles World Festival Premiere The director, a former insurance man in Tokyo, took modest life in one of most crowded cities in the world. a chance to build a new life as an artist in Norway. He We are repeatedly plunged into darkness during the recalls a vague childhood memory of his Uncle Yuji, full duration of several of Yuji Kosugi’s recordings and the Tokyo hippie who left for New York to play salsa this experience becomes remarkably generative. How in Spanish Harlem in the late 70’s. This film presents rare it is to focus one’s attention so completely onto his first meeting with Yuji in his New York apart- music of any kind, let alone sounds that are difficult, ment in 2015, and the life of a solitary artist who, for perhaps naive but also overwhelmingly rewarding. the past 40 years, has chosen to not perform for an — Herb Shellenberger audience. Mixed emotions of initial admiration and the realisation of what it means to live as an artist through a lifetime is presented both in the story of Daisuke Kosugi (1984, Tokyo; lives and works in Oslo, Norway) graduated Yuji’s life and through the making of the film itself. from Oslo National Academy of The Arts. In film, sculpture, performance — Daisuke Kosugi and text, Kosugi constructs seductive scenarios that entail an underlying conflict between personal freedom and systems. Whether by portraying how creativity is mined by the creative industry in a Post-Fordist labour market, or through a narrative of creativity that is not convertible to Meeting Uncle Yuji certainly accomplishes what economic or cultural measures of productivity, Kosugi unpacks these its title promises: we see the artist Daisuke Kosugi struggles through the lives of individuals. His semi-autobiographical films guide audiences through intimate experiences where the conflict is travelling to New York to meet his uncle for the first rendered bodily and emotional. Through layers of fiction and non-fiction, time. But in the process, as we are presented with this he constructs a self-reflective mode of viewing, a method of storytelling developed from his interest in empathy and the incommunicability of pain. encounter, Kosugi’s film raises more questions than it He is co-founder of the Louise Dany initiative in Oslo together with Ina Hagen. His work has been presented at Centre Pompidou (Paris); Lofoten answers. Is Yuji lonely? What drives his passion for International Art Festival (Norway); CPH:DOX 2017 (Special Mention in music? Is the music that he makes bad? Or is ‘good’ NEW:VISION Award); Gwangju Biennale; and many others. His forthcoming mid-length film A False Weight (2019) will be presented in solo exhibitions or ‘bad’ music an irrelevant metric when it comes to this fall at Jeu de Paume (Paris); CAPC musée d’art contemporain de personal expression? Nonetheless, Kosugi’s fascinat- Bordeaux; Museo Amparo Puebla (México); and Fotogalleriet (Oslo). ing film provides a strong example of how reality Filmography: A False Weight (forthcoming, 2019), Meetiing Uncle Yuji (2018), The Lost can shatter expectations, at the same time giving us Dreams of Naoki Hayakawa (with Ane Hjort Guttu, 2016) insight into someone we would likely never encoun- Daisuke Kosugi and Ane Hjort Guttu’s The Lost Dreams of Naoki Hayakawa ter, a person who keeps to himself and lives a very screened at BFMAF 2017 31 Receiver Jenny Brady Ireland | 2019 | 15 mins Berwick New Cinema Competition ♛ English with English subtitles World Premiere A crossed telephone line propels Receiver into a tiated, represented and understood. Brady’s sensitive suite of heated and intimate conversations in which filmmaking finds space for even the most seem- we encounter scenes of protest at a university for ingly inconsequential of volleys: a close-up shot of D/deaf students, Q&A cross-fire interrogation, a candle’s flame being extinguished, while we later vocal confrontations and lip-reading practice. In see the person who blew it out, as well as a similar its various moods the film presents a heady and blow of air into her face from a force off-screen. In multi-layered assemblage of Deaf histories, draw- this way, Receiver’s short running time belies the fact ing on research into The Milan Conference of that the film is brimming with ideas and information 1880 which led to a ban on teaching sign language that can be unpacked through subsequent viewings. in schools for deaf people. Receiver considers how — Herb Shellenberger we both speak and listen, and the question of who has the right and capacity to be heard. Receiver is fully captioned for D/deaf and hard — Jenny Brady of hearing audiences Continuing Jenny Brady’s practice of visually Jenny Brady is an artist filmmaker based in Dublin whose video works engaging, affective filmmaking, Receiver confronts explore ideas around translation, communication and the limitations of language. Recent presentations include ‘Dogs Leaving the Factory the assumptions we have with approaches to sound. ‘curated by Graeme Arnfield, European Media Arts Festival Osnabruck The film is a collage of Deaf histories, with its center- & a.m London; ‘Process 1000/1’, Irish Museum of Modern Art; ‘Late Call’ curated by aemi, Project Arts Centre (Dublin); ‘Its Origins are Indefinite’ piece the Deaf President Now protest at Gallaudet curated by Erik Martinson, Whitechapel Gallery; ‘Against Ordinary Language’, Tate Liverpool; November Film Festival; Berwick Film & Media University in Washington, D.C. in 1988. A land- Arts Festival; International Short Film Festival Oberhausen; and ‘You Ain’t mark event of resistance, in which D/deaf students Seen Nothin Yet’, Beursschouwburg. She was the inaugural IMMA 1000 artist-in-residence at the Irish Museum of Modern Art (2017-18) and is co- protested with demands including the selection of a founder of PLASTIK Festival of Artists’ Moving Image. deaf president of the university, it catalyzed students’ Filmography: need for representation and their solidarity through Receiver (2019), Spikes/Going to the Mountain (2018), Going to the Mountain (2016), Bone (2015), Wow and Flutter (2013), Carve Up (2013), direct action. If there is a receiver, there is also a Technology Autonomous (2012) sender, and the film investigates how exchange—of Jenny Brady’s Going to the Mountain was shown in an exhibition at words, feelings, sounds or ideas—is mediated, nego- BFMAF 2016 32 Reynard Leonor Noivo Portugal | 2019 | 40 mins Berwick New Cinema Competition ♚ Portuguese with English Subtitles UK Premiere Cunning and slender, harassed and on the a meditation on fiction and bodies—and the run, Reynard is a metaphor of a never ending fictions we tell of our bodies. obsession with each breath, each gesture, each — Tendai John Mutambu thought. Marta seeks in the emptiness of her body a way to arrive to her inner essence, in an abstract search of a free spirit that might end in her own enclosure. — Leonor Noivo Reynard is an act of collusion between a director and an actress. Together they make a film about a shared secret, a feeling and a “disturbance” that is the basis of their friendship. The film’s title in Portuguese, Raposa (or Fox in English), is a metaphor for something fugitive— like the film’s elusive protagonist, plagued by an obsession to control what circulates between her Leonor Noivo studied at Lisbon Theatre and Film School (ESTC), interior and exterior: food, thoughts, emotions. where she specialised in Editing and Directing. She attended the Ateliers Varan documentary filmmaking course in 2006. Since 1999, Played with charged quietude by the actress she has worked as script-supervisor and assistant director of fiction films and documentaries with directors such as João Pedro Rodrigues, Patrícia Guerreiro, Marta spends her days count- João Botelho, Pedro Pinho, João Nicolau, Marília Rocha, Carlos ing time passed, calories ingested and steps Conceição, Tiago Hespanha, Inês Oliveira and many others. She is co-founder of the production company Terratreme Films, a filmmakers taken. She narrates the workings of her mind platform created in 2008, where she currently develops her own films as Noivo’s camera records her routines with the and collaborates with several directors in different stages of project production. density characteristic of 16mm—endowing each Filmography: mundane action with the weight and sensual- Reynard (2019), All I Imagine (2017), September (2016), The City and ity of a ritual. In their calibration of intimacy the Sun (2012), Other Letters or the Invented Love (2012), Latter-Day Saints (2009), Excursion (2007), Assembly (2006), Mould (2005), Aside without intrusion, Noivo and Guerreiro create Macao (2001) 33 Back to 2069 Elise Florenty & Marcel Türkowsky Belgium/France/Germany | 2019 | 45 mins Berwick New Cinema Competition ♚ Multiple languages with English subtitles World Premiere Back to 2069 looks at the eroded landscape of The film captures the essence of what it’s like the Greek militarized Aegean island Lemnos, a to exist in a secluded space, where one can either political space where a myth meets contempo- fold into the surrounding history, or refuse to rary concerns upon the relation of virtual and real do so at all and slide deep into technological and image production. On the island, a solitary man virtual realms. Capturing the shifts in space, time, shape-shifts from argonaut to avatar through vari- position and frame of mind quite effectively, Back ous hallucinations, experiencing different states of to 2069 argues that one can never fully exit the embodiment and disembodiment. Although world no matter how hard he may try. he exiled himself from Athens to escape the — Herb Shellenberger crisis, past and future scenarios of conflict are gradually catching up on him. What appears Supported by Goethe-Institut, London to be a fiction is made out of documentary footage that interweaves the man’s venture on Elise Florenty & Marcel Türkowsky are an artist/film director duo based in Berlin and Paris. They’ve directed together several short and the island with recorded Arma 3 video-game mid-length films exploring specific social-political situations through the prism of altered states of consciousness, delirium and ecstasy. sessions from Youtube. Combining their interests in cinema and sonic anthropology, their films — Elise Florenty & Marcel Türkowsky investigate the multiplicity of the self through a spiral of metamorphoses that interrogate our power relation—always shifting—to the ‘Other’ (‘the enemy, the plant, the animal, the spirit, the dead’). Their works Back to 2069 continues Elise Florenty & have been presented at numerous international film festivals and art institutions including International Film Festival Rotterdam, FID Marcel Türkowsky’s project of fascinating, visual- Marseille, DocLisboa, CCCB Barcelona and Centre Pompidou. They have received the European Media Art Festival award for their film works ly-sumptuous doc-fiction hybrids. The duo’s The Sun Experiment (Ether Echoes) (2014) and Conversation with a complex and layered films inhabit spaces and Cactus (2017). Bom Dia Books recently published their first monograph One Head Too Many. haunt them like ghastly phantasmagoria. In this film, one might be tempted to say that space is Filmography: Back to 2069 (2019), Conversation with a Cactus (2017), Shadow- the island of Lemnos. But in truth, the film cycles Machine (2016), The Sun Experiment (Ether Echoes) (2013–14), Delirium Ambulare (2012), A Short Organon for the Hero (2012), Holy Time in through so many registers—news footage, maps, Eternity, Holy Eternity in Time (2011) video games or cinematography—that it’s hard to An early version of Elise Florenty & Marcel Türkowsky’s Conversation with tell which space is real and which is virtual. a Cactus was commissioned by BFMAF and exhibited at the 2015 festival 34 Animistic Apparatus Animistic Apparatus is a curatorial project initiated by May Adadol Ingawanij with Julian Ross (University of Westminster) which draws inspiration from Southeast Asia’s ritualistic genealogy of artistic expression. What if contemporary film screenings and moving image installations were reimagined as if they were rituals addressed to nonhuman beings? What if human audiences were a completely unnecessary part of their occurrence? Animis- tic Apparatus addresses these questions through exhibitions, events and seminars with guest artists. Animistic Apparatus Seminar 1: Ecologies and Art in Southeast Asia Meet Animistic Apparatus’s featured artists. In this seminar Lucy Davis, Chris Chong Chan Fui and Tanatchai Bandasak talk about their artistic engagement with ecology, cosmol- ogy, and the politics of environment and land in Southeast Asia. May Adadol Ingawanij introduces the project’s spec- ulative method of exploring animistic relations and artists’ moving image. Animistic Apparatus Seminar 2: Art is Addressing Spirits Hear tales of what happens when the projector light beam goes outside into animistic spaces. In this storytelling session, George Clark, Sheryl Cheung, Xia Lin, Mary Pansanga, Julian Ross and others recount their recent experiments with projecting and performing at potent sites in proximity with spirits in Thailand and Taiwan. 35 Animistic Apparatus: Stories of Encounters May Adadol Ingawanij What if exhibitions weren’t primarily addressed to humans? Southeast Asia’s art history includes the long history of making objects and performances as offerings, situating artistic practice in animistic ecologies relating humans with spirits and other nonhuman beings. Itinerant projectionists in Thailand were routinely commissioned to show outdoor movies as site-specific nocturnal rituals addressing those spirits with local- ised sovereign power over that site, a fascinating form of ritual practice that emerged some time in the mid twentieth century and retains a residual presence to this day. Animistic Apparatus draws inspiration from Southeast Asia’s ritualistic genealogy of artistic practice and expression. This curatorial project asks what if contemporary film screenings and installations were reimagined as if they were rituals offered and addressed to nonhuman beings. What if artistic ecology positioned humans as precarious makers of offerings, rather than as authors of work or producers of self-expression? What could artistic practices and exhibitions be if humans were situated as one of the mediating parts of the apparatus and ritual of communication with nonhuman beings, and human audiences were an incidental part of the enactment and display of art, neither invited to nor excluded from the ritual or the event? It is a privilege to be collaborating with our comrade & kin, Berwick Film & Media Festi- val, to bring Animistic Apparatus to this year’s festival. This second iteration of the project’s speculative exhibition takes the form of site-based installations, performances, and story- telling, featuring visionary Southeast Asian artists Lucy Davis, Lav Diaz, Chris Chong Chan Fui, Tanatchai Bandasak and Apichatpong Weerasethakul. Dispersed across Berwick-up- on-Tweed, the installations stage an encounter between the artists’ works and the open air sites and spaces of historical sedimentation of the town, embracing the vulnerability of exposure to its weather, its geographical and infrastructural composition, and nocturnal ambience. Animistic Apparatus also connects in a spirit of kinship with the exhibition and performances by George Clark and lololol collective. Diaz’s eight-hour epic A Lullaby to the Sorrowful Mystery is being projected through the night here at Quayside as a gesture of offering to our host town, with its ecology of visible and invisible beings. The film is a cinematic address to the dormant revolutionary spirit of the Filipino nation. Set at the end of the nineteenth century, it observes the nihil- ism gripping the male intellectuals of the nation-in-the-making, and it portrays the ambig- uous potency of the mythical creatures of the land who ensorcelled the men and women of the new nation, and whose capacity for destruction rivals that of the colonisers. Diaz’s epic honours the strength of the nation’s daughters, the women who endure as guard- ians of the memory of struggle and who embody the inexhaustibility of life. How might the practice of film projection be translated into a durational form to chime with the film’s powerful embracing of feminine-inflected life-force in cataclysmic times? Projecting A Lullaby to the Sorrowful Mystery in the open, as if it were a breathing, vulnerable body, and as a quiet gesture of bringing the film to life without the accompanying celebration of spectatorial endurance, is one such experiment. One night, while this corner of the world sleeps, the apparatus of projection enfolds the shadows and wandering figures in the film into the rhythm and expansiveness of night and in anticipation of the new day. 36 The night as a world of larger-than-human forces, and the potentiality of the nocturnal as the realm of the outside and the unknown, are resonating themes connecting Fire- works (Archives) (Weerasethakul), Camera Trap (Chong), and Central Region (Bandasak). Weerasethakul’s work is shot at night during the current period of Thailand’s descent into dictatorship, using the ground of a nonconformist Buddhist temple in northeast Thailand, an untimely space filled with stone animal figures. The installation ritualistically addresses the forgotten spirits of revolutionaries and dissenters in his northeastern home region through choreographing the interplay of extremity of darkness and illuminative flashes from different sources of light with bodily and photographic gestures. This iter- ation of the Fireworks (Archives) installation further intensifies the nocturnal ambience, enfolding the screen and enveloping its surrounding space by situating the video within the dramatically enclosed chamber of the Bankhill Ice House, a stone construction built into the hillside and historically used to store ice for the salmon trade. The cavernous ruins of New Tower and Coxon’s Tower become hosts, respectively, of Chong’s and Bandasak’s videos. Chong’s Camera Trap deploys an archival process to explore historical and present day usage of camera technology to track animals’ movements and habitat. Part of his long-term, multidisciplinary artistic research into the destructively modern human activity of industrially extracting and profiting from natural resources, the work uncannily juxtaposes Eadweard Muybridge’s animal motion stud- ies with images of creatures in the wild captured by camera devices placed in forests in Sabah, Malaysian Borneo. Camera Trap reminds us that filmic innovation is a history implicated in ecological violence. Yet in contemplating the wild animals’ direct look to the surveillance camera, implying this spectral look to be one of the accidental conse- quences of technological automatism, Chong’s work suggests that the camera simulta- neously becomes a tool to teach humans about the limit of our knowledge and capacity. At the beginning of the project, Animistic Apparatus commissioned Bandasak to make a short video responding to the ways in which animistic practices across Southeast Asia create potent spaces and conceptualise sites as sovereign terrains of spirits of place. We are delighted to premiere his Central Region at this year’s festival. Bandasak travelled to Sam Neua in Laos to take footage of the pre-historic standing stones scattered across the highlands. Drawing his inspiration from the notion that the standing stones demarcate sacred space by casting a territorial radius, Bandasak uses the filmic technical capacities of dissolving and superimposing images to transfigure the documentary footage he has compiled into a kind of conceptual animation, highlighting the vibrating, trans-temporal quality of the standing stones as living matter and potent nonhuman beings. Southeast Asia has long been one of the most ecologically diverse regions in the world, and it is now likely to be one of the worst affected by climate breakdown. Among the artists in the region sustaining a durational and politically committed mode of inquiry into relations between human and nonhuman beings, Lucy Davis stands as an important pioneer. We are honoured to present two installations from the Migrant Ecologies Project, an extensive practice-led research project founded by Davis a decade ago to explore the intertwining of nature and culture in Southeast Asia. The video animation Teak Road maps the region through an inspirational artistic process of inquiry into the life of a piece of teak wood that was turned into a bed some decades ago, which the artist found in a second hand shop in Singapore. With a deceptively light touch, the video weaves the memories and speculations of experts and people with first-hand knowledge to create a cartographic tapestry placing this mundane piece of wood into much larger stories of war, colonisation, voyaging, and cosmology. 37 Migrant Ecologies Project’s Railtrack Songmaps creates a multimedia archive of rela- tions between people and different species of birds along the railtracks at Tanglin Halt, a historic quarter in Singapore undergoing urbanisation and rapid environmental change. Its iteration at the festival takes the form of a sound assemblage installed in Berwick’s Town Hall Old Gaol. The sounds of bird calls, people’s stories of living with and learning from the birds, and the lyricism of the Malay-language pantun verses inspired by bird songs, make their temporary homes in the cells whose passage of time and past dreams of flight are marked by the graffiti on the wooden wall panels, etched by the prisoners that have passed through these cells, of ships and boats in voyage during the eight- eenth century. We are delighted that Davis, Diaz, Chong, and Bandasak are joining this year’s festival. The durational practices and creative processes of Animistic Apparatus’s featured artists explore ecologies and worlds damaged by colonising ambitions where the potential for change may lie in radical forms of entanglement between ghostly presence, nonhuman beings, and powerless humans. The artists are speaking about their practices at the first Animistic Apparatus semi- nar ‘Ecologies and Art in Southeast Asia.’ In the second Animistic Apparatus seminar, the project’s curators join lololol, a collective who participated in the project’s recent field trip in northeast Thailand, and exhibiting artist George Clark, to exchange stories of our experiments with using spaces of ritualistic film projection as sites for artistic practice and inquiry. Animistic Apparatus is a curatorial and book writing project initiated by May Adadol Ingawanij in collaboration with Julian Ross (University of Westminster). This iteration of the project is guest produced by Bangkok-based curator Mary Pansanga. We are grate- ful for the kind support of the British Academy’s Mid-career Fellowship; the Centre for Research and Education in Arts and Media (CREAM), University of Westminster; and the Asia-Europe Foundation (ASEF). May Adadol Ingawanij is a writer, curator and teacher. Her recent texts include ‘Aesthetics of Potentiality: Nguyen Trinh Thi’s Essay Films’ (2019) and ‘Itinerant Cinematic Practices in and Around Thailand During the Cold War’ (2018). Recent curatorial projects include ‘On Attachments and Unknowns’ (with Erin Gleeson, Phnom Penh, 2017) and ‘Lav Diaz: Jour- neys’ (London, 2017). She is Professor of Cinematic Arts at the University of Westminster and Co-director of the Centre for Research and Education in Arts and Media. 38 A Lullaby to the Sorrowful Mystery Lav Diaz Philippines/Singapore | 2016 | 485 mins Animistic Apparatus Multiple languages with English subtitles UK Premiere Animistic Apparatus presents an overnight screen- local traditions, real-life artistic expressions with ing of Lav Diaz’s epic film—projected outdoors the most sensitive chapter of Philippine history.” continuously and ending around sunrise—as a — Nikola Grozdanovic, Indiewire nocturnal offering to the spirits of place and the ecology of visible and invisible beings of Berwick- Introduction by filmmaker Lav Diaz upon-Tweed. Supported by Simpsons Malt A Lullaby to the Sorrowful Mystery is a cine- matic address to José Rizal’s foundational Filipino novel El Filibusterismo, set during the Spanish crushing of Filipino independence. A search party Lav Diaz (1958) studied economics at the University of Notre Dame and attended the Mowelfund Film Institute in Manila. His nine-hour film Death combs the forest looking for the body of revolu- in the Land of Encantos (2007) received a Special Mention at Jeonju tionary leader Andres Bonifacio. They encounter International Film Festival, Melancholia (2008) won the Venice Horizons Award at Venice International Film Festival, From What Is Before (2014) the half-horse tikbalang and other mythical crea- received the Golden Leopard at Locarno International Film Festival, A Lullaby to the Sorrowful Mystery (2016) was awarded the Alfred Bauer tures from Filipino lore, who lure the lost to the Prize at Berlinale, and The Woman Who Left (2016) won the Golden Lion at great liberator’s phantasmatic promised land. As Venice International Film Festival. Diaz is also a screenwriter and musician. the smoke rises, the destroyed young men of the Filmography: nation-to-be—imagined afterlives of characters The Halt (2019), Journey (with Kidlat Tahimik and Brilliante Mendoza, 2018), The Boy Who Chose the Earth (2018), Season of the Devil from Rizal’s novels—struggle to resist succumb- (2018), The Woman Who Left (2016), The Day Before the End (2016), A Lullaby to the Sorrowful Mystery (2016), Fragment (2015), Storm ing to nihilism. Children: Book One (2014), From What is Before (2014), Prologue to the Great Desaparecido (2013), The Firefly (2013), Norte, The End of History (2013), An Investigation on the Night That Won’t Forget (2012), “This expansive and richly detailed story is to the Florentina Hubaldo, CTE (2012), Century of Birthing (2011), Elegy to screen what ‘War and Peace’ is to literature. Trac- the Visitor from the Revolution (2011), ‘Butterflies Have No Memories’ in Visitors (with Naomi Kawase and Hong Sang-soo, 2009), Purgatorio ing various character paths and threads through- (2008), Melancholia (2008), Death in the Land of Encantos (2007), Heremias (Book One: The Legend of the Lizard Princess) (2006), ‘Nang out the Philippine Revolution of 1896-97, the Matapos Ang Ulan’ in Imahe nasyon (2006), Evolution of a Filipino embroidery on display through calculated meas- Family (2004), Jesus the Revolutionary (2002), Batang West Side (2001), Naked Under the Moon (1999), Burger Boy’s (1999), Serafin ures that redefine patience weave urban legends, Geronimo: The Criminal of Barrio Concepcion (1998) 39 Fireworks (Archives) Apichatpong Weerasethakul Mexico/Thailand | 2014 | 7 mins Animistic Apparatus | Exhibition Fireworks (Archives) is Apichatpong Weerasethakul’s Weerasethakul earned his BA in architecture from Khon Kaen University in Thailand and his MFA in Filmmaking from the School of the offering to the potent spirits of his home region, Art Institute of Chicago. In 1999, he co-founded Kick the Machine Films, shot in the sculpture park of a little-known noncon- a company that has produced many of his own films as well as other experimental Thai films and videos that could not find support under the formist temple in the northeast of Thailand. Two established Thai film industry. His art projects and feature films have won him widespread recognition and numerous festival prizes, including figures silently cross the frame in a nocturnal site three from the Cannes Film Festival: A Certain Regard for Blissfully Yours filled with stone animals. Flashes of light radiate in 2002, Prix du Jury for Tropical Malady in 2004, and Palme d’Or for Uncle Boonmee Who Can Recall His Past Lives in 2010. from the screen then fold back into the dense dark- ness, while an archival photograph shows a revo- Filmography: Blue (2018), Jenjira, Brother Triam (2018), Ten Years Thailand (2018), lutionary whose last words prior to his execution Memoria, Boy at Sea (2017), async–first light (2017), 2017 (2017), Ablaze (2016), Invisibility (2016), Fan Dog (2016), Fever Room (2015), were ‘dictatorship shall fall, democracy shall prevail’. Vapour (2015), Cemetery of Splendour (2015), Rolling (2015), Fireworks This place, Weerasethakul says, is a manifestation (Archives) (2014), Footprints (2014), La Punta (2013), Dilbar (2013), The Importance of Telepathy (2012), Cactus River (2012), Mekong Hotel of revolt. Free at heart, but forced to struggle, and (2012), Ashes (2012), Sakda (Rousseau) (2012), Trailer for CinDi (2011), M to dream. Hotel (2011), Monsoon (2011), Empire (2010), Uncle Boonmee Who Can Recall His Past Lives (2010), A Letter to Uncle Boonmee (2009), Primitive (2009), Phantoms of Nabua (2009), Haiku (2009), An Evening Shoot (2009), Nabuda Song (2009), I’m Still Breathing (2009), A Dedicated Machine (2009), Making of the Spaceship (2009), Mobile Men (2008), Vampire (2008), Prosperity for 2008 (2008), Luminous People (2007), Meteorites (2007), Emerald (2007), My Mother’s Garden (2007), The Palace (2007), Unknown Forces (2007), Because (2007), Teem (2007), Syndromes and a Century (2006), The Anthem (2006), Faith (2006), Working in the space between cinema and contemporary art, Waterfall (2006), Ghost of Asia (2005), Worldly Desires (2005), Tropical Apichatpong Weerasethakul (1970, Bangkok) creates installations, Malady (2004), It Is Possible That Only Your Heart Is Not Enough to Find videos, short and feature films that are often non-linear and transmit You a True Love: True Love in Green / True Love in White (2004), GRAF: a strong sense of dislocation and otherworldliness. Through the Tong / Love Song / Tone (2004), This and Million More Lights (2003), manipulation of time and light, Weerasethakul constructs tenuous Nokia Short (2003), The Adventure of Iron Pussy (2003), Blissfully bridges for the viewer to travel between the real and the mythical, the Yours (2002), Second Love in Hong Kong (2002), Golden Ship (2002), individual and the collective, the corporeal and the chimeric. Over the Haunted Houses (2001), Narratives: Masumi Is a PC Operator / Fumiyo years, the majority of his projects have involved many of the same actors, Is a Designer / I Was Sketching / Swan’s Blood (2001), Secret Love Affair which has allowed him to capture different phases in their lives and their (for Tirana) (2001), Mysterious Object at Noon (2000), Boys at Noon experience of ageing. Frequently set in rural Thai villages and forests, (2000), Boys at Noon / Girls at Night (2000), Malee and the Boy (1999), his films traverse an extremely personal territory, inviting the viewer to Windows (1999), The Lungara Eating Jell-O (1998), thirdworld (Goh enter the subjective world of memory, myth, and deep yearning. By Gayasit) (1997), 100 Years of Thai Cinema (1997), Rice Artist Michael using unconventional narrative structures, expanding and contracting Shaowanasai’s Performance (1997), Like the Relentless Fury of the the sensation of time, and playing with ideas of veracity and linearity: Pounding Waves (1994), Kitchen and Bedroom (1994), 0116643225059 Weerasethakul’s work sits comfortably in a world of his own making. (1994), Bullet (1993) 40 
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